
Scaling under 
uncertainty



Hello, who are you?

Hiya, I’m Alex. I’m co-founder  
and CTO at Plum.



Plum is a financial assistant  
that grows your money and  
has your back ❤

Cool, what is Plum?

It currently lives in Facebook  
Messenger.



I will talk about the evolution  
of our startup’s platform.

What’s this talk about?

It’s split into 5 chapters which  
I consider important milestones.



How it works

Link your bank account  

Plum will start analysing your 
financial behaviour.

Saving automation 

Plum’s algorithm will start setting aside 
the perfect amount.

Getting overcharged? 

Plum will show you and help you switch.

Grow your savings 

Plum gives you good, simple places to 
invest.



Chat to Plum 
in Messenger



Automated, 
intelligent saving



Good places  
to invest, 
simplified



Stop getting 
ripped off



Connected 
together by 
Plum’s brain



Apr 2016
First Git commit

Public launch 😅

Athens office #

Jan 2017

Sep 2018 

Here’s a timeline.



372,393
Users

Lines of code

Funding to date

~220,000

~£5m

And some numbers.



113,731,883
Ingested transactions 🏦

Chat messages

Ledger entries 💸

13,829,463

6,134,924

And some more  
numbers. The geeky 
numbers.



The cool kid dilemma
Chapter #1



Imagine you’re just starting. What 
cool tech would you pick? 

🦄



Nope.



When you’re just starting up,  
the more code you write, the  
poorer you become.

I might have said this.



June 2016
Simple, boring tools. Your tech is worth 
nothing if no-one is using it. Solve 
your customer’s problem first.



January 2019
We switched from Vagrant to Docker 
for local development ~1 year in. Never 
looked back.



Don’t consider microservices  
unless you have a system that’s  
too complex to manage as a  
monolith.

Martin Fowler said this. I like it.



Our monolith in 2018.  
The code is split in well- 
defined components. 



👍 Easier to test 

👍 Simpler code, no network calls 

👍 Less operational overhead

👍 Stronger boundaries 

👍 Increased scalability 

👍 Polyglot environment

Monolith Microservices





How did that happen?
Chapter #2



Alex, we haven’t had a  
single onboarded user in  
the past 3 hours 😱

Crap. The queue has a  
huge backlog.



When you’re just starting up,  
the more infrastructure you  
build, the poorer you become.

I think I’m repeating myself.



Metrics 
DataDog

Logging 
LogDNA

On-call rotation 
PagerDuty

Hosted tooling
We invested in good, hosted, tooling 
around telemetry and observability 
very early on. These tools work 
(mostly) out of the box with Heroku. 

We didn’t have time to maintain an 
ELK cluster with just 2 engineers. 



from plum.common import metrics 

@classmethod 
@metrics.timed( 
    'plum.notification.subscription.is_subscribed', 
    use_ms=True 
) 
def is_subscribed(cls, user_id: uuid.UUID, notification_type: str): 
    """Checks if a user is subscribed to the notification type. Will always  
    return True if the notification type is not subscribable. 

    :param user_id: The user. 
    :param notification_type: The notification type to check. 

    :returns: bool 

    """ 
    pass Side note, we really like 

module imports.





Logs are for humans and 
machines to read.

🤓 🤖+



24/Mar/2019:18:23:42 plum-app-production app[web] INFO 2019-03-24 18:23:42,243 
plum.accounts.actions INFO [bc151433-97e5-4ba4-a144-1ef853f080b6]: Submitting 
funding source to provider: user=dc936580-567b-4df3-9c46-c69d4e7ac8b3, 
routing_number=****14, account_number=******64

The Plum Logging Format.  
Patent pending.



24/Mar/2019:18:23:42 plum-app-production app[web] INFO 2019-03-24 18:23:42,243 
plum.accounts.actions INFO [bc151433-97e5-4ba4-a144-1ef853f080b6]: Submitting 
funding source to provider: user=dc936580-567b-4df3-9c46-c69d4e7ac8b3, 
routing_number=****14, account_number=******64

Easy for humans to read and 
machines to parse.



24/Mar/2019:18:23:42 plum-app-production app[web] INFO 2019-03-24 18:23:42,243 
plum.accounts.actions INFO [bc151433-97e5-4ba4-a144-1ef853f080b6]: Submitting 
funding source to provider: user=dc936580-567b-4df3-9c46-c69d4e7ac8b3, 
routing_number=****14, account_number=******64

A unique correlation id to tie  
operations together.



import threading 

_storage = threading.local() 

def set_current_id(corr_id: str): 
    """Sets the correlation id for the currently 
    executing thread. 

    :param corr_id: A string, preferably UUID. 

    """ 
    global _storage 
    _storage.corr_id = str(corr_id) 

# Celery 
@signals.task_prerun.connect 
def task_prerun(sender, task_id, **kwargs): 
    correlation.set_current_id(task_id) 

# Flask 
@app.before_request 
def instrument_request(): 
    corr_id = assign_request_id(request) 
    correlation.set_current_id(corr_id) 

# SQLAlchemy 
class Model(Base): 
    __abstract__ = True 
    correlation_id = Column( 
        String(64),  
        default=correlation.get_current_id,  
       nullable=True 
   ) 



Pick your battles. Having an 
observable app is one worth  

winning early on.

👀



The leaky component
Chapter #3



Recall our monolithic  
structure.



Here’s how we used to 
define a model. Simple,  
but will cause trouble…

class User(Model): 
    __tablename__ = 'user' 

    ... 

    email = Column(Unicode(255), unique=True) 

    chat = relationship( 
        'Chat', 
        uselist=False, 
        foreign_keys='[Chat.user_id]', 
        back_populates='user' 
    ) 

    ... 

    @classmethod 
    def get_by_email(cls, email) -> 'User': 
        """Gets a user by email. Returns `None`  

 if the user is not found. 

        :param email: The email of the user to fetch. 

        “"" 
        email = email.lower() 
        return cls.query().filter(cls.email == email).one_or_none() 



Time passes, more code  
is shipped.

🕑



Our code is split in well- 
defined but leaky  
components 😑

I said this and I was sad.



In a monolith, every bit of data is 
one import away. It’s too easy.

😢



/foo 
  /gateways 
    bar.py 
  /models 
    bar.py 
/bar 
  /gateways 
    baz.py 
  /models 
    bar.py 
    baz.py 
/baz 
  /models 
    baz.py 

We route all interactions  
with “remote” components 
via “gateway” modules 💡



import uuid 

from plum.compliance import actions as compliance_actions 
from plum.compliance import models as compliance_models 
from plum.investment import models 

def get_verification(verification_id: uuid.UUID): 
    """Return a single verification object by its id. 

    :param verification_id: 
    :raises VerificationNotFound: if the verification is not found 
    :returns: Verification 

    """ 
    v = compliance_actions.get_verification(verification_id) 
    return _map_verification(v) 

def _map_verification(verification: compliance_models.Verification): 
    return models.Verification( 
        id=verification.id, 
        result=verification.result, 
        user_id=verification.user_id, 
        feature=verification.feature, 
    ) 

Remote imports

Local imports

Mapping to local value object



👍 Coupling is “contained” in a single place 

👍 Easier to test, just use local value objects 

👍 The interface allows for substituting “remote”       
with HTTP/whatnot in the future



👎 Code duplication 

👎 Grepping is more complicated 

👎 Code duplication



Is it big data yet?
Chapter #4



Alex, we need to be a data- 
driven company!

Obviously, Victor.



master follower  
(read-only)

September 2016
Dashboards over a read-only 
production replicate. RBAC enforced on 
Metabase, an open-open-source BI tool. 

metabase BI



👍 Took about 5 minutes to setup 

👍 Real-time data 

👎 Application data is not in the right format 

👎 Slow as data grew



Alex, we need clean data  
to understand the impact  
of our features.

Erm. Okay.

Alex, we need to improve  
the financial profile of our 
customers.



How do we build an analytics 
pipeline in a week? 

🤔



{ 
  "event_data": { 
    "available_balance": { 
      "_after": "10.00", 
      "_before": null 
    }, 
    "currency": { 
      "_after": "GBP", 
      "_before": null 
    }, 
    "link_id": { 
      "_after": "be1b3af7-b299-4ba6-a631-65658a166886", 
      "_before": null 
    } 
  }, 
  "event_id": "680b417b-8a92-4b30-9962-f7a82ec0509c", 
  "event_type": “external_account.updated" 
}

Every entity records and  
emits lifecycle events like 
this one.

Similar to a CDC process.



class Session(SessionBase): 
    def __init__(self, *args, **kwargs): 
        self._after_commit_callbacks = [] 
        self.nesting = NestingStack() 

        event.listen(self, 'after_flush', Session.on_after_flush) 
        event.listen(self, 'after_commit', Session.on_after_commit) 
        event.listen(self, 'after_rollback', Session.on_after_rollback) 

        super(Session, self).__init__(*args, **kwargs) 

Detect new/dirty objects, write events

After commit, publish on  
queue 

     Column     |           Type           | Modifiers 
----------------+--------------------------+----------- 
 id             | uuid                     | not null 
 correlation_id | character varying(64)    | 
 created_at     | timestamp with time zone | not null 
 modified_at    | timestamp with time zone | not null 
 type           | character varying        | 
 data           | json                     | 
 source_id      | uuid                     | 
 actor_id       | uuid                     |

Event ID used for  
idempotent processing

User id if known

Object generating  
the event



PostgreSQL

February 2019
Our analytics pipeline goes live on 
GCP. Raw data is streamed to 
BigQuery in real-time.

RabbitMQ

app

1. write 
event

2. emit 
message

event pipe 
worker

3. receive 
event.*

4. scrub PII 
data and push 

to GCP

Cloud Pub/SubCloud FunctionBigQuery

5.receive6.stream

Data lake

metabase BI

Idempotent writes



Next up, we’re adding Cloud Composer 
(Airflow) for ETL and computations on 

top of the raw data.

🌈



Using Google’s infrastructure we have 
an infinitely scalable data lake, with 

almost zero operational cost.

👀



Aye aye, Captain
Chapter #5



We’re moving from Heroku to GKE… 
tonight. 

😅



Thank you for listening!

Hiring Android + Backend engineers in Athens # 

https://withplum.com


